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Any order of transItton can be detected separately m a twodunensional multiplequantum spinecho experiment by applymg a matchmg pair of puked field gra&ents. The method is based on the fact that the rate of defocus& and refocusing
m an inhomogeneous magnetic field IS proportional to the order of coherence. Natural line widths can be obtained for each
order of transition.

1. Introduction
Multiplequantum
transttions (MQT) in NMR spectroscopy were mentioned as early as 1956 [I]. Recenrly new methods have been published descnbing the ex-

citation and detection of multiplequantum transitions
rn quite different and more practical ways [2-S] _ One
of these methods [2] generates MQT coherence in a
homonuclear coupled spin system by means of two
non-selectrve 90” pulses separated by a time interval T.
The coherence which is created then evolves during a
tune tr , after which another 90” pulse partly transfers
thrs MQT coherence back to observable singlequantum
coherence, whrch is detected dunng the time t2 (fig. 1).
Fourier transformation of the 2D time signal, wrth respect to rl and t2, gives a 2D frequency spectrum,
with information about the coherence which existed
during the evolution period presented along the w1
axis. In general, along the w1 axis we find resonance
lines which correspond to ah orders of transitions in
the coupIed spin system, while along the o2 axis only
the singlequantum transitions observed during t2 are
vrsible.
A more simpIe 2D spectrum, which contains only
MQT resonance Lines corresponding to a selectable order of transitions can be obtained by combining the
results of various measurements with phase-shifted 90“
pulses [5-83. The phase-shifter needed to obtain this
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Fig. I. Puke sequence used to aeate and detect muIt&Iequauturn coherence of all orders by way of a two4imensional
Fourier transform experiment.

separation of orders can be quite complicated. As w-ill
be shown, simrlar results can be obtained if pulsed
magnetic field gradients are applied. This new extension relies on the fact that the sensitivity to magnetic
field homogeneity is proportional to the order of coherence considered. This is also the reason that coherence transfer echoes arise during the detection period
at different times f2 for different orders 191. Wokaun
and Ernst [lo] suggested that these coherence transfer
echoes could be used for the transverse relaxation
study of MQT coherence. However the overlap of the
different echoes with the nonechoing part of the signal causes trouble in this case.
With the new method it is possible to suppress afl
signals except a set of echoes which correspond to a
selectable order of quantum transitions, by applying
pulsed field gradients with different lengths of time
during the evolution and detection periods. This makes
567
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rt possrble to obtam the MQT relaxation rates in a very
sunple way.

(W
2. Effect of magnetic

field gradients

on MQT coherence

A detailed descriptton of the effect of magnetic
field gradrents on MQT coherence has been grven by
\laudsley et al. [9]. They calculate that m the expenment of fig. 1 the contnbutron to the magnetrzatron
~~v,k0,,r?ztz,( t 1) t 2) of coherence between the levels
nz and n durmg the evolutron perrod and the levels k
and I durmg the detectron perrod in a completely homogeneous magnetrc field IS given by
hiyckt).(,,ln)(tl
_
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and mfkl are the changes of total magnetic
quantum numbers in the two transitions considered.
If Ae(F, t) equals a constant gradient AB,(i) during
0 < t <or and another gradient A&(i) during tl < t
< tl + TV and zero for all other values oft, we obtain
from eqs. (2) and (4) for tr > rt
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where Zk,,,,, 1s a complex amphtude, determmed by
the hnd of preparation (t < 0) and the mrxing puke
at t = tl [2,5].
A(H). em) and =(X-I), (mr) are wen
A (hZ),(nzn) = WOkI t-, -

~O,,r11

t1y

= WOkl t2 + WOmnrl-

by
(24

B(i, t) = B, + As,(f)

+ As@,

t).

Followmg the arguments of Maudsley [93, eq. (Sa)
lmmedrately shows that rf the gradient A&r, t) 1s not
apphed (1-e. ‘1 = r2 = 0) for the value
t2 = tlAhf,,,,/Ahfk,,

(2b)

In fact eq. (1) shows the contribution of the densrty matrk elements u,,,(tl)
and un,(tl)
oscrllatmg
wnh angular frequency wOmn, to the magnetlzatron
“f,,(kl) crnn) which rotates during the detectlon period
wrth angular frequency wokl and orrginates from
o&2)
and ol;i(f&
Because in practice the magnetrc field will not be
completely homogeneous there wrll be a constant
spacedependent field AB,@). If also a timedependent gradient AB(i, t) is apphed, the magnetrc field
can be described as
(3)

In thrs case the resonance frequencies In a homonuclear
coupled spin system wrth nuclei whrch have a gyromagnetlc ratio 7 are given by
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A(krj,(mnj becomes mdependent of Af3,(i), thrs
means independent of the stattc magnetic field gradrents, 1-e. an echo is formed whenever eq. (6) IS fulfilled.
As is clear from eqs. (1) and (5) only that part of the
magnetization bf,,(ko,(mn)(tl,
t2) which contains the
A(klj,(mnj terms refocuses, whrle the other part, contauung the =qz),(r?ztz) terms defocuses further during
the detection penod. Because the observed transition
has to be a single quantum transition (tifkl = 1) it is
clear that an echo ongmating from a pquantum transition during tl , vail appear at t2 = pt 1. Generally, the
echoes corresponding to dtfferent values of p will overlap each other, and will also interfere with the defocusing +I),(mn)
magnetization components.
If we do apply m3gnetrc field gradients AB,(F) for
a tune r1 dunng the evolution period and U,(i)
for
a time r2 at the beguming of the detection penod, in
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such a way that:
A&F)

r2 = AB,F)rl

P,

(7)

it IS clear from eq. (5) that only A(~D,(~~) terms for
= p are not influenced
by these
which AIW,,,,/A&,
gradrents applied. This means that ifthegradient
puhe
is suffrcrently strong, only the pquantum
coherence
transfer echo will appear, wh.iIe aII other signals are
ehnunated
because of the defocusing. If the gradients
applied during tt and t-, have opposne signs, in such a
way that AB,(F)rl
= --pAB2(F)r2,
substitution
in eq.
(5) shows that only the Zf~_~),f~~) terms, corresponding to pquantum
transitions
during tl , are not ehminated by the gradients applied. These signals can also
be apphed to obtain a MQT spectrum of a selected order p.

3. Experimental
As is clear from the previous section, the defocusing
or refocusmg magnetizatrons,
which origmate from
MQT’s of orderp during the evolution period can be detected selectively by grving the right gradient pulses.
In practice, during a short time rL, whtch is part of the
evoIution period, a strong linear gradient is created
along the axis around which the sample is spinning, by
sending a current through the appropriate
shimming
cods. Then at the begmning
of the detection period a
current of the same magnitude is applied in the same
or opposite dnectron,
during a time r2 =prl _
If no gradrent pulses are applied the three pulse
program gives contrrbutions
of the defocusing and refocusmg magnetrzation
components,
which originate
from all orders (fig. 2a). If a pulsed gradient is applied
only dunng the evolution period (fig. 2b), the detected
magnetization
originates only from zero quantum transitions (ZQT) and longttudmal
relaxation during tl. If
the two pulsed gradients have the same length in time
and magnitude,
only the IQT coherence transfer echo
is vistble (fig. 2c), if the second gradient lasts twrce as
long as the first, only the 2QT coherence transfer echo
is vrsrble (fig. 2d).
To mimmize incomplete
refocusmg because of selfdiffusion in the sample between the gradient pulses,
the two gradient pulses should be as close as possble.
This means that the “evohrtion
gradient pulse” should
be given at the end of the evolution period. For the
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Fg. 2. Sgnals from an AX spin system after a three-pulse sequence, (a) wthout gradlent pulses; (b) with a gradient puLse
applied only during the evolution period; (c) with equal gradient pulses at the end of the evolution and the b&nniug of the
deteckon period; (d) with the gradient pulse during the detec-C
tion period doubled in length.

same reason, the gradient pulses should not be made
stronger than necessary. Which gradient pulse length is
needed can most easily be checked experimentaliy_
The gradient pulses applied during the evolution period
in fig. 2 had a length of 5 ms. The signals shown in fig_
2 were recorded on a 72 HR-NMR spectrometer
CORstrutted at the Delft Uruversity of Technology
[I 1).

4. Discussion
When the method described above is compared
with the other methods for separating the orders of
multiplequantum
transitions
by applying phaseshifted pulses [S-8] the following points are relevant.
In principle the field gradient me*Jlod gives signal
569
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loss because all signals originatmg from orders other
than the observed order are physically destroyed. !3o
only one order of transitions
per experiment
can be
studied. With the “phase-shift separation”
method all
orders can be measured in a single experiment,
if sufficient data storage space is avadable.
Because the field gralent
method destroys those
components
of magnetization
which continue to deFocus during the detectlon period, only coherence
transfer echoes are acquired. This means that natural
line-widths can be obtamed by selectmg suitable cross
sections through the 2D frequency spectrum [ 121.
These natural hne-widths can be used for the transverse relavatlon study of MQT in a simple way [lo].
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